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"That means even Boss or his father can help us, and in that way, we don't have to search for a good witch because witches are known
because of their cunning nature."

"Let's call Boss then!! Who knows, he could indirectly help us!"

When everyone agreed with this plan, Joshua dialed Brandon's number!!

"Is everything fine?" Brandon asked the moment he received the call.

"Yes! Boss. We.. I mean, everyone needs your help in solving a mystery." Joshua said calmly, trying his best not to give any clue of Caroline
being alive because they knew that Brandon had surgery tomorrow, and if he came to know that what was happening here, then he might
fly here in this situation, ignoring his surgery. "Since Beta Bruce was busy. I thought to ask you."

"Okayyyyy!!" Brandon couldn't digest that part. "What do you want to know?"

"In supernatural creature, people of pure heart, of pure soul, someone powerful or someone who is thousands of years old had a power to
bring a dead person to life by sacrificing his or her life, right?"

"Yeah! That's true."

"Then… the person who comes in life…. How does he or she behave? And how can we find her or him?"

"In such case, people who are blessed with new life don't have their precious memory at that moment. It takes years to recall the memories
of their life before death. At the same time, that person will have the same power that the person who sacrificed had, but just powers, not
that person's memories or anything related to that person."

Brandon's words gave everyone an idea that Caroline surely would have Ms. Morgan's powers but not the knowledge to use that power.

"So, Boss, if we want to search for that person who is brought to life, then where we can find her? I mean, after all, she or he wouldn't have
his or her own memory then?"

"In that case, you can find the person in the same place where the previous person used to stay or which was dear to that person. And to
answer your other question, let me tell you that the person who sacrifices his or her life guide to that new soul until she or he realizes that
the person doesn't need her or him anymore."

"Guide her? How? Isn't the person already sacrificed her life for her?" Joshua asked on which Brandon realized that the person who came
from the death bed was SHE.

"Even if she is dead. That new life can see that soul of her godmother or godfather as long as she gets fully trained with their power."

By now, Joshua, along with others, had already got an idea that from where they had to start their search, i. e., from Ms. Morgan's house.
Though it was locked for long but that was the place where she used to live, and who knew that they might end up finding some clue about
Caro.

"Okay. Thank you for your help, Boss. Take care of yourself."

"Of course, I will. And if everything goes right then, I will be meeting you all after two weeks." Brandon responded. "But before that, care to
explain what you all are up to?" he asked.

"Nothing, Boss. We were just curious."

"Okay. Now, I want to know the truth." Brandon said in a serious tone. "I won't ask again," he added in a strict tone.

"Boss! Actually, we came across the fact that… Ms. Morgan sacrificed her life for someone. So, we were just trying to locate that other
person because Beta Bruce wants to take that other person with him so that you can recover from your injuries as soon as possible."

"Helena is no more?" Brandon muttered, thinking why and for whom she could have sacrificed her life.

"Hmm. We found it out it yesterday itself. So, we're not able to assume where that another person will be? Or say another witch will be?"

"Try to search from her house. Who knows if you guys can find some clue over there? But… but be careful. Helena was not a violent witch,
but that doesn't mean she was weak. So, make sure to take Lobelia flowers with you because witches are not able to do any magic in their
presence. But…. but that also doesn't mean that you will harm or force her to help me. If she doesn't want to help, then that's fine."

"Okay, boss."

*

After disconnecting the call, Joshua looked at everyone before speaking, " let's get Lobelia flower as soon as possible."

"What is this? And where can we find it?" Austin asked

"G-OO-GLE It. I'm sure we will find it somewhere." Wade replied. "Let's make the team and search for this flower with the florist, and we
won't be able to make it then in the forest."

"Okay, then!!"

It took them the whole day, but they couldn't find the flower in the whole city; when they offered them a lot of money, the florist asked for a
time for 24 hours, promising to get them by anyhow.

At night, they were sitting empty hand without any result.

"If I would have been a werewolf, then I wouldn't have minded going to the forest," Tyler commented.

"We could have also done the same." Wade scoffed. "But going in the forest as a human means planning for suicide."

"Guys, it's not the time to pass comment on each other," Joshua said. "How about we examine the area near Ms. Morgan's house and try to
find out something from there?"

"What if that witch is there then?" Austin said in fear.

"I'm just suggesting examining from outside or near her house and stop getting scared like a human. We were werewolves, and after
fourteen years, we will be werewolves again." Joshua said.
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